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About This Content

Scorched leaves flew on the wind as she made her approach. She had been stalking her prey for days, though the events that had
lead her to this moment spanned decades. Ksenia tightened the grip on her daggers as she entered the cavern, where she was met

with a pair of eyes that burned in the shadow. Only one dragon remained in this world, but it would fall to her blades all the
same.

She leapt forward and killed her opponent with a single blow. Pieces of armor, weapons, and gold dropped all around her, but
she cursed as the ring she had hoped to find was nowhere in sight. "Dammit, now I'll have to grind this part for the seventh
time." As the townsfolk entered the cavern to thank her for saving their lives and proclaim her the greatest Hero of all time

Ksenia was already browsing through the menu to restart this particular chapter of her favorite game: 'Warrior Princess: Dragon
Huntress'.

Ksenia played the game whenever she had a few minutes in between the clients that visited her barber shop, but even when she
was cutting their hair she sometimes felt like a fearsome warrior, ready to go toe-to-toe with even the mightiest of foes - she was

a Dragon Huntress at heart!

This DLC contains a custom skin for Ksenia in Awesomenauts. You need to have Ksenia available as a playable character in
order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game. This skin contains a fully

customized voice set!
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Ronimo Games
Publisher:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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So like I needed to say something about this skin and all skins the team are giving us... they're amazing. I mean the details on
them, the effects, their backstory! everything! For example this skin is extremely awesome, when you jump you get wings and
the bigger blades that get stuck on the walls or floor are shaped like a dragon skull, the voice acting is 10\/10 and their lines are
really witty. I love it. I love every single skin they've worked on lately.. Her boobs jiggle... just thought I point that out if any
perverts wanted to know.

Well anyhow this skin is fantastic, the bad*** dragon wings when Ksenia uses her Vanish are awesome and I love the knifes,
plus the flames on her skullhat is awesome. Her voicelines are nice and is overall a really cool skin for her.

Also this skin changes her species... she's an alien but this skin makes her human... wat.

Overall if you enjoy Ksenia, grab this skin! You won't regret it.. Great skin but the only thing I don't like is her hair. It looks like
a deformed pumpkin; it's just a big spot of orange.. Great and baddas skin. Effects are nice to look at and her voice is great
alternative to original. Her shining skull has however couple of visual bugs, but it's something that occurs every 30 seconds, it
happens like 3 or 4 times during a match, maybe even more, but it is not significant enough that you would notice it every time
it happens. As of [3rd September 2015], this bug is still in the game.
Also, her boobs are bouncing, big plus if you are into that kind of stuff (not blaming you, who is not into that stuff... :P)
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